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JONATHAN A. PEARL, State Bar No. 215413
jpearl@DWKesq.com
INGRID A. MEYERS, State Bar No. 209399
imeyers@DWKesq.com
Dannis Woliver Kelley
750 B Street, Suite 2310
San Diego, CA 92101
Telephone: 619.595.0202
Facsimile: 619.702.6202

Attorneys for Real Party In Interest
GROSSMONT UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO

JOSHUA BARNEY,

Petitioner,

v.

COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONAL
COMPETENCE,

Respondent,

GROSSMONT UNION HIGH SCHOOL
DISTRICT,

Real Party in Interest.

Case No. 37-2018-00022455-CU-WM-CTL

[PROPOSED] JUDGMENT DENYING
SUPPLEMENTAL WRIT OF
ADMINISTRATIVE MANDAMUS
PURSUANT TO CODE OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE § 1094.5

Exempt from filing fees pursuant to Gov.
Code, § 6103.

WHEREAS, this matter came on for hearing on July 17, 2020 in Department C-74 of the

above-captioned court, the Honorable Ronald L. Styn presiding. Jonathan Pearl, Esq. and Ingrid

A. Meyers, Esq., appeared on behalf of Real Party in Interest Grossmont Union High School

District (“District”). John Martin, Esq., appeared on behalf of Petitioner Joshua Barney.

Following argument by the parties at the hearing, the Court took the matter under submission.

Having fully considered the arguments of all parties, both written and oral, as well as the

evidence presented, the Court issued its decision (“Minute Order”) on July 27, 2020, attached

hereto as Exhibit A. In accordance with the Minute Order,
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IT IS SO ORDERED,

1. Petitioner’s supplemental petition for writ of mandamus is denied.

2. As to the Education Code section 44932(a)(1), immoral conduct charge, the Court

found that Petitioner failed to meet his burden of establishing that the Commission on

Professional Competence (“CPC”) failed to provide Petitioner with a fair trial and failed to meet

his burden of establishing that the CPC abused its discretion by failing to proceed in the manner

required by law, that the CPC decision is not supported by its findings or that that CPC’s findings

and decision is not supported by the weight of the evidence.

3. In light of the Court’s ruling, as noted above, it did not reach the second charge

(persistent violation or refusal to obey the school laws or regulations).

4. The Court shall retain jurisdiction, for purposes including, but not limited to,

issuing any orders that are necessary to enforce the judgment.

5. Judgment is entered in favor of the District.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: ____________, 2020 _________________________________
Hon. Ronald L. Styn
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO

CENTRAL

DATE: 0712712020

MINUTE ORDER

TIME: 12:25:00 PM DEPT: C-74

JUDICIAL OFFICER PRESIDING: Ronald L. Styn
CLERK: Kim Mulligan
REPORTER/ERM: Not Reported
BAI LI FF/COU RT ATTEN DANT:

cAS E N O : 37-20 18-00022455-C U-WM -CTL cAS E I N lT. DATE : 05 I 04 1201 B

CASE TTTLE: Barney vs Gommission on Professional Comptence [IMAGED]
CASE CATEGORY: Civit - Unlimited CASE TYPE: Writ of Mandate

EVENT TYPE: Hearing on Petition

APPEARANCES

The Court, having taken the above-entitled matter under submission on 0711712020 and having fully
considered the ar-guments of all parties, both written and oral, as well as the evidence presented, now
rules as follows:

After taking this matter under submission the court rules as follows.

Petitioner Joshua Barney's supplemental petition for writ of administrative mandamus is DENIED.

Petitioner seeks relief under CCP S 1094.5. Pursuant to this section,

(a) Where the writ is issued for the purpose of inquiring into the validity of any final administrative order
bi'decision made as the result of 

'a 
iroceeding'in wnich by law a hearing is required.to..be.gjvqn,

eviOence-is requireO to be taken, and'discretion- in the deteimination of facts is vested in the inferior
tribunal, corporAtion, board, or officer, the case shall be heard by the court sitting without a jury. ' ' '

(b) The inquiry in such a case shall extend .to the questions whether the. respondent has proceeded,

iijiinout, or in Sxcess of, jurisdiction; whether there wa! a fair tria!; and whether there.was any prejudiciai
aOuse of discretion. Abuse of dis'cretion is established if the respondent has not proceeded in the
ma-nneir"quiieO by law, the order or decision is not supported by the findings, or the findings are not
supported by the evidence.

(c) Where it is claimed that the findings are not sup.po.rted by
aJthorized by law to exercise its independent judgment

the evidence, in cases in which the court is
on the evidence, abuse of discretion is
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established if the court determines that the findings are not supported by the weig
all other cases, abuse of discretion is established if the court determines that
supported by substantial evidence in the light of the whole record.

ht of the evidence. ln
the findings are not

Petitioner argues under CCP S 1095.5(b) that Respondent Commission on Professional Com_petence
(CPC) failedlo provide Petitioner with a fair trial and that the CPC abused its discretion_QV (t ) failing to
proceed in the manner required by law, (2) issuing a decision not supported by the CPC's findings and
(3) making findings and issuing a decision that are not supported by the weight of the evidence.

The parties agree that a fundamental right is at issue. Alberda v. Board of Retirement of Fresno County
Employees'Rbtiremenf Assn. (2013) 214 Cal.App.4th 426 sets forth the standard of review.

Where, as here, a trial court reviews a final administrative decision that substantially impacts a
fundamental vested right, the trial court both examines the administrative record for errors of law and
exercises its independent judgment upon the evidence. (Fukuda v. City of Angels (1999) 20 Cal.4th 805
816, fn. 8, 85 Cal.Rptr.2d 696, 977 P.2d 693 (Fukuda); Bixby v. Pierno (1971) 4 Cal.3d 130, 143, 93
Cal.Rptr. 234,481 P.2d 242 (Bixby); Levingston v. Retirement Board (1995) 38 Cal.App.4th 996, 100C,
45 Cal.Rptr.2d 386 (Levingston ).) ln carrying out this independent review, however, the trial court must
afford th6 agency's decision a strong presumption of correctness and must impose upon the petitioner
the burden -of showing that the agency's findings are contrary to the weight of the evidence, i.e. the
decision was not supp-orted by the preponderance of the evidence. (Fukuda, supra,20 Cal.Ath at p. 808,
817 , 819-822, 85 Cal.Rptr.2d 696, 977 P.2d 693; Breslin v. City and County of San Francisco (2007)
146 Cal.App.4th 1064, 1077, 55 Cal.Rptr.3d 14 (Breslin ).) An abuse of discretion is established if the
trial court determines that the findings are not supported by the weight of the evidence. (Fukuda, supra,
at p. 811, 85 Cal.Rptr.2d 696,977 P.2d 693.)

"Because the trial court ultimately must exercise its own independent judgment, that court is free to
substitute its own findings after first giving due respect to the agency's findings," (Fukuda, supra, 20
Cal.4th at p. 818, 85 Cal.Rptr.2d 696,977 P.2d 693; Barber v. Long Beach Civil Service Com. (199q) 4q
Cal.App.4th 652, 658, 53 Cal.Rptr.2d 4 (Barber ); Levingston, supra, 38 Cal.App.4th at p. 1000, 45
Cal.Rptr.2d 386.) Thus, while the trial court begins its revlew with a presumption of the correctness of
the administrative findings, the presumption is rebuttable and may be overcome by the evidence.
(Breslin, supra, 146 Cal.App.4th at p. 1077, 55 Cal.Rptr.3d '14.) "When applying the independent
judgment te'st, the trial court may rewdigh the evidence and substitute its own findings for those of the
iagencyl, after first giving due r-espect to the [agency]'s findings-" Ubid:) This includes examining the_

breOiniiity of witness-es. (Barber, supra,45 Cat.App.4th at p. 658, 53 Cal.Rplr.2d 4.["[AJn.exercise of
independent judgment does permit (indeed, it requires) the trial court to reweigh the [administrative
hearingl evidence by examining the credibility of witnesses."l; see also Levingston, gupra, 38
Cal.Appi.4th at p. 1000, 45 Cal.Rptr.2d 386 [trial court independently reviews the administrative record
and may reweigh the evidencel.)

Atberda, 214 Cal.App.4th at 433. See also, San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on
Professional Compe,tence (2013) 214 Cal.App.4th 1120, 1148 ["[w]e recognize that the trial court is
entitled to substitute its own credibility determinations [citations omitted], but it cannot ignore its statutory
obligation to defer to the Commission's considered credibility findings in doing so"l.

With respect to issues of law, Quackenbush v. Mission lns. Co. (1996) 46 Cal.App.4th 458 explains,
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"[a]n administrative determination will be interfered with by the coqrts where the determination is based
upon an error in law. [Citation.] lt is for the courts, not for administrative. agencles, to_lay..down the
gbverning principles oi law. Accordingly, questions of law are reviewable. [Citation.] Whether an
aOministrative ajency applies the legislative standards validly set up, and whether it acts within the
authority conferr6d oi go'e's beyond it,-are proper questions for judicial decision. [Citation.].The matter of
statutory construction is not fin-ally entrusted to administrative agencies; it is determined ultimqlely-by the
courts. [Citation.l" (People ex rel.- Fund American Companies v. California lns. Co. (1974) 43 Cal.App.3d
423, 431 [1 17 Cal.Rptr. 623].)

Quackenbush, 46 Cal,App.4th at 466,

Education Code $ 4a932(ax1)-(11) sets forth the grounds for dismissal of permanent employees. ln its
Decision After Remand the'CPC found good cause to dismiss Petitioner for (1) immoral conduct and (8)
persistent violation or refusal to obey the school laws or regulations.

The court first addresses the charge of immoral conduct.

While $aa932(a)(1) lists the grounds for dismissal, the parties agree that the ultimate question of
whether dismissal for immoral conduct is proper is whether Petitioner's conduct demonstrates an
unfitness to teach. Both sides rely on the factors set forth in Morrison v. State Board of Education (1969)
1 Cal.3d 214.

We therefore conclude that the Board of Education cannot abstractly characterize the conduct in this
case as "immoral," "unprofessional," or "involving moral turpitude" within the meaning of section 13202
of the Education Code unless that conduct indicates that the petitioner is unfit to teach. ln determining
whether the teacher's conduct thus indicates unfitness to teach the board may consider such matters as
the likelihood that the conduct may have adversely affected students or fellow teachers, the degree. of
such adversity anticipated, the prbximity or remoteness in time of the conduct, the- type of teaching
certificate held by the party involved, the extenuating or aggravating circumstances, if any, surrounding
the conduct, the praiseworthiness or blameworthiness of the motives resulting i1 lhe conduct, the
likelihood of the recurrence of the questioned conduct, and the extent to which disciplinary action may
inflict an adverse impact or chilling effect upon the constitutional rights of the teacher involved or other
teachers. These factors are relevant to the extent that they assist the board in determining whether the
teacher's fitness to teach, i.e., in determining whether the teacher's future classroom performance and
overall impact on his students are likely to meet the board's standards.

Morrison, 1 Cal,3d at 229-230

Broney v. Catifornia Com. on Teacher Credentialing (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 462 confirms that "[o]nly. the.
pertin6nt Morrison factors need to be analyzed" fBrangy, 194 _Ca!,Apq,,{tn. _q!_ 476. citing .\e.st
Vattey-Missioti Cornmunity Cotlege Dist. v. Concepcioh, (1993) 16 9ql4p_p.!t\1766]:. Woodland Joint
Unifi6d Schoot Dist. v. Commisslon on Professional Competence (1992) 2 Cal.App.4th 1429, confirms
that the Morrison factors may be considered in the aggregate . Woodland, 2 CalApp.4th at 1457 . See
also, PaloVerde etc. Sch. Dist. v. Hensey (1970) I Cal.Abp.3d 967,976 ["[a]ll of the incidents taken in
the aggregate serve as a substantial basi3 fbr thej trial couit's determination that the charges of "immoral
condridt" ind "evident unfitness for service" were true and constituted cause for dismissal"]. ln addition
to the Morrison factors, an administrator's loss of confidence in an educator's ability to serve as a role
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model may also be considered. San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on Professional
Competence (2011) 194 Cal.App.4th 1454, 1465.

The evidence before the CPC included three separate statements from Student B.P. as to the conduct of
Petitioner towards B.P., a statement from Student N.H. as to Petitioner's conduct towards B,P. and other
female students; testimony from B.P. and N.H.; testimony from Petitioner; testimolY trom^Principal,
David Napoleon; Assistanf Principal, Dawn Cuizon; Director of Human Resources for the Grossmont
Union Hijn School District, Gary Schwartzwald; Assistant Superintendent for Human Resources for
GUHSD, Julia Mottershaw; testimony from retired teacher Zachary Peck; testimony from the school
Resource Officer, Darren Ehlers; and testimony from Detective Ted Mansour.

B.P.'s statements and testimony describe incidents of Petitioner using the terms "tits/titties" and
"nipple/nipple line" when instructing B.P. on how to complete a bench press; Petltioner using the term
"b66ty" aird tne phrase "bikini bodyTbikini bodies" during class; Petitioner touching B.P.o1 her hips while
she was performing a squat; Petitioner touching B.P, on her chest area after she told Petitioner she was
sore; Petitioner toulhing B.P, on the upper part of the back of her thigh; Petitioner a9k1ng B,P. if she had
a boyfriend; Petitioner asking B.P. which boys liked her at school; Petitioner as{ng B.P- if she had ?. 

job;
Petitioner telling B.P. he w-s going to help her find a job; Petitioner !!fting B.P.'s qhirt up. and "p_la.y

punching" her; bnd, an incidenf outside of class, of Petiticner touching B.P.'s upper thigh where B.P.'s
jeans were frayed.

N.H.'s statements and testimony describe Petitioner touching female students around their shoulders
and "boob" area; Petitioner making comments about female students' bodies and staring at their "boobs
and butts"; Petitioner grabbing th-e thighs of female students and asking if they were sore; Petitioner
making N.H. feel uncomfortable.

ln his testimony Petitioner admits to using the term "nipple/nipple line" when instructing students; admits
to using the teim "booty" during class; admits to using the term "bikini bodies" during class; admits that it
is his regular practice tb ask abtudent for permission-to touch them and that he touches students during
his clas5 as part of his instruction; admits touching B.P.'s collarbone area during class; admits touching
the back of i3.P.'s leg/hamstring during class; adhits telling B.P. that she has a "strong core; admits
asking B.P. whether she had Soyfriend; admits asking B.P. whether she had_ajob.. Petitioner denies
touchlng B.P.'s upper thigh; denie's using the term "tits/titties"; denies touching B-.P ls thighs during wn!-le
B.P. was performing squ-ts; denies using the terms "booty" and "bikini body/bodies" in a context specific
to B,P.
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improve; and he treated other students in the same manner as he did B.P.

Petitioner also testified that administrative staff including Principal Napoleon, Assistant Principal Cuizon,
Officer Ehlers and nurse Lonnie Raimond observed Petitioner touching students during class and heard
him speak to students using the terms at issue with students. However, a review of the testimony shows
that none of the witnesses testified that they had observed Petitioner touch students as described or that
they heard Petitioner use the terms at issue with students.

Petitioner testified that he touched B.P. to assess B.P. for injury himself because of a discussion during
a staff meeting during which the nurse and principal said that too many students were be_ing sent to the
nurse's office -and that students need to be checked before being sent to the nurse's office, However,
there is no testimony from either nurse Raimond or Principal Napoleon confirming Respondent's
interpretation of this meeting. The testimony cited to by Petitioner at oral argument on this issue does
not dddress students being sent to the nurse for potential injuries during class. Rather, it was a general
directive based on concein that there was an excessive number of students in the halls for various
reasons including students going to the bathroom, counseling and to the nurse's office.

Principal Napoleon, Assistant Principal Cuizon, Director Schwartzwald and Assistant 9uperintendent
l*vlotteishaw testifled that Petitioner's use of the terms "nipple/nipple !ine" "booty" and "bikini body/bikini
bodies" were inappropriate and that Petitioner should have used the anatomical name of the muscles
(i.e., "glutes"); Petitioner repeatedly asking students permission to be touched and re,peatedly_touching
students wad not appropriate and Petitioner should have stressed the importance of fitness for health
and not to gain a "bikini body."

Retired teacher Zachary Peck testified regarding the duties and obligations of a P.E. teacher including,
those specific to weightlifting. Peck testified that he did not touch students a lot for purposes of
instructibn. One of the only times he touched students was if a student was doing a squat and their back
was not in the correct position he would push their back to straighten them. He did not touch students
when they complained of being sore. He did not sue the language Petitioner used.

ln support of this Petition, Petitioner argues that the CPC failed to properly consider the Morrison factors.
Although the Decision After Remand does not specify findings as to e,ach of the Morrison factors, the
Decision on Remand does consider these factors and, after setting forth the evidence identifies the
conduct at issue as:

29. While working as a physical education teacher, in his weight training class, Respondent engaged in
the following conduct:

CommissiononProfessional CASENO:37-2018-0O022455-CU-WM-CTL

- He touched students when providing exercise instruction instead of modeling proper technique
- He touched students on the hamstring, which is just below the buttocks.
- He used two fingers and touched sfudent B.P. along and just below the collar bones, a few inches

above her breasts.
- He made statements such as: "work your booty," "Tighten your booty"'l'You can have the best booty

ever" and "Bring the bar down to your nipples" or something similar rather than using anatomic terms,
- He did not teach students the names of muscles or muscle groups.
- He emphasized with his students the importance of exercise to improve appearance as opposed to

improving health and fitness.

The Decision After Remand then states:
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28. At no time has Respondent expressed true remorse for his misconduct. At no time did Respondent
accept responsibility foi his action3, lnstead, he sought to justify his conduct that occurred_during the
201d-2017'school year (until January 24, 2017), There was no evidence presented that Respondent
appreciated the wrongfulness of his acts or his bad judgment.

29. Respondent's misconduct and inappropriate language evidence his disregard for the District's
primary 

'goals 
and expectations that come with the 

-tea-ching profession. His touching and making
inappropiiate and unprofessional comments, negatively impacted the work and educational
enviionment. Respondent's conduct was detrimental to the District and its students. Respondent was
fully to blame for his conduct. He is not a model of good behavior. He cannot be relied upon -to act
mo-rally and to uphold the responsibilities of a public educator. Respondent has no app.feqiation for the
wrongiulness of his acts and misconduct; as such, if allowed to retain his position, it is likely that he will
engage in the same or similar misconduct again.

While not specifically setting forth findings as to each of the Morrison factors, the court finds the CPC's
analysis sufficiently addresses the Morrison factors.

The likelihood that the conduct may have adversely affected students or fellow teachers and the degree
of such adversity anticipated.

The Decision After Remand states: "His touching and making inappropriate and unprofessional
comments, negatively impacted the work and educational environment. Respondent's conduct was
detrimental to the District and its students."

Petitioner admits to the conduct described in fl 29. Multiple administrators testified that Respondent's
conduct was inappropriate. The conduct Petitioner admits to is in violation of GUHSD's sexual
harassment policy'which describes sexual harassment as including: ""u.nwelcome graphic verbal
comments about 

-an 
individual's body, unwelcome touching, patting, pinching, stroking, squeezing,

tickling, or brushing against a person, .., rating a person's sexuality or attractiveness ... [and] [s]exist or
stereotyped comments,"

The proximity or remoteness in time of the conduct.

The evidence is that B.P. made a report within a week of all of the conduct at issue, that an investigation
was commenced immediately thereafter and GUHSD issued a notice of intent to dismiss approximately
seven months later. Although Petitioner argues that the absence of other discipline for the four. years
preceding the 2017 charge,-and the fact thbt he was on administrative leave for seven months before
being foimally charged and dismissed both weigh in his favor, Petitioner fails to establish how these
facts-support-a finding in his favor on this factor.- ln Morrison the court found in favor of the disciplined
teacher'on this factor-because the conduct at issue occurred three years prior to initiation of disciplinary
action. There is no similar circumstance in this case.

The type of teaching certificate held by the party involved.

The evidence is that the CPC considered Petitioner's P.E. credential but also considered testimony from
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retired teacher Zachary Peck and testimony from administrations including Principal Napoleon as to the
appropriateness of Petitioner's routine touching of students during class.

The Decision After Remand states: "Respondent's misconduct and inappropriate language evidence his
disregard for the District's primary goals and expectations that come with the teaching profession. . . .

Respbndent was fully to blame for his conduct. He is not a model of good behavior. He cannot be relied
upon to act morally and to uphold the responsibilities of a public educator. Respondent has no
appreciation for the wrongfulness of his acts and misconduct; as such, if allowed to retain his position, it
is likely that he will engage in the same or similar misconduct again.

The evidence before the CPC, including evidence as to the February, 2017 meeting, is sufficient to
establish that Petitioner failed to appreciate the wrongfulness of his acts and misconduct. Such
circumstances support the CPC's conclusion that if allowed to retain his position, it is likely that Petitioner
will engage in the sarne or similar misconduct again. Althcugh Fetitioner testified that "lf I went back in
the classroom today, I would learn from this experience and change my ways" the evidence before the
CPC supports the CPC's conclusion that Petitioner is likely to engage in similar misconduct should he
return to the classroom. Moreover, a finding in favor of Petitioner on the "likelihood of the recurrence"
factor does not negate the findings against Petitioner on the other Morrison factors in circumstances
such as this where the findings on the majority of the Morrison factors weigh against Petitioner.

The extent to which disciplinary action may inflict an adverse impact or chilling effect upon the
constitutional riohts of the teacher involved or other teachers.

Although the Decision After Remand does not address this factor, Petitioner raises only arguments as to
this element and does not cite to any evidence. The court finds Petitioner fails to establish that any
absence of consideration of this factor by the CPC sufficient to support a finding in favor of Petitioner on
the immoral conduct charge.

The court is not persuaded by the other arguments Petitioner raises in his papers.

Petitioner argues that there is no evidence that Petitioner's alleged conduct affected anyone other than
"super-sensitive" B.P. and "discredited" N.H. Petitioner also raises issues as to the credibility of B.P.
and N.H. However, the evidence shows that Petitioner engaged in inappropriate conduct with other
students. Moreover, the conduct supporting this charge as identified in the Decision on Remand (at p.
301129) is all conduct Petitloner admitted.

- He touched students when providing exercise instruction instead of modeling proper technique.
- He touched students on the hamstring, which is just below the buttocks.
- He used two fingers and touched student B.P. along and just below the collar bones, a few inches

above her breasts.
- He made statements such as: "Work your booty," "Tighten your booty," "You can have the best booty

CommissiononProfessional CASENO:37-2018-00022455-CU-WM-CTL
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ever" and "Bring the bar down 30 to your nipples" or something similar rather than using a
- He did not tea-ch students the names of muscles or muscle groups.
- He emphasized with his students the importance of exercise to improve appearance

improving health and fitness.

The court finds, irrespective of the credibility of B.P. and N.H., the evidence, inclu9jng Petitioner's own
admissions as well ad testimony from administrators and retired teacher Peck, is sufficient to support the
CpC's findings and sufficient to establish that both the CPC's findings and decision are supported by the
weight of the evidence.

petitioner also relies on evidence of his collaboration with colleagues, motivational skills and rapport with
students as well as his receipt of positive performance reviewi and a student award. Such evidence
does not negate evidence <j,t peiitioner's 'inappropriate 

conduct with students. Addressinq a.nother
iisues Petitidner raises, because the Decisicin After Remand is based on conduct that Petitioner
admitted, Petitioner's arguments as to the adequacy of GUHSD's investigation do not require a different
finding.

Petitioner relies on San Diego tJnified School Dist. v. Commission on Professional Compe.tence
(Jesperson) (2013\ 214 Cal.App.4th 1120 for the argument that merely touching a student is not
buffi'cient tcj ebtaUtish "immoral bbnduct." However, in cbntrast to the circumstances in Jesperson, there
is substantial evidence to support a finding that Petitioner repeatedly used in appropriate.words and
touched students during dads'. The court is not persuaded by Petitioner's reliance on Austin B. v.

Escondido tJnion Schooi Dist. (2007) 149 Cal.App.4th 860. ln c6ntrast to the evidence that the autistic
students required the use of iignifi'cant touching techniques, the evidence before the CPC includes
evidence that only minimal touchlng is required for weight training instruction,

petitioner fails to establish that the CPC considered any inadmissible evidence in issuing its Decision
After Remand. The Decision After Remand specifically states

26. ln making the legal conclusions in this case, as ordered in the writ of mandate, the Commission did
not consider-the evidence that was four years or more before the Statement of Charges was filed. Nor
did the Commission consider the alleged bause for dismissal of unprofessional conduct.

There is no reference to such evidence in the Decision After Remand.

Nor is the court persuaded by the arguments Petitioner raised at the hearing.

Evidence that Petitioner models techniques and uses anatomical descrip_tions. !ges. n9t .negate
petitionets admission to touching studentb and using the terms "booty" and "nipple/nipple line" when
providing exercise instruction.

Although petitioner relies on the absence of complaints from other students, there is no indication that
Petitioner called these students to testify at the hearing.

petitioner raises the issue of the "reasonable student standard" but offers no evidence to establish that
B.p. or N.H. are not reasonable students. Also, as set forth above, the court finds the evidence sufficient
to support the CPC's findings, irrespective of the testimony of B.P. and N. H.

petitioner argued that the "totality of the circumstances" must be considered, including the employees

natomic terms.

as opposed to
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and students who testified in Petitioner's favor and Petitioner's "motive and intent" in his actions. As set
forth above, the evidence Petitioner refers to, including evidence from Petitioner as to Petitioner's
actions, was before both the CPC and this court and considered. Petitioner fails to establish that the
CPC's findings against Petitioner are against the weight of the evidence.

Petitioner raises the issue of the scope of permissible "touching" in a school environment. The court
finds evidence from the administrators that Petitioner's touching was inappropriate, as well as evidence
from retired teacher Peck, sufficient to support the CPC's findings.

For the foregoing reasons, as to the Education Code $ aa932(a)(1) immoral conduct charge, the court
finds Petitioner fails to meet his burden of establishing that the CPC failed to provide Petitioner with a fair
trial and fails to meet his burden of establishing that the CPC abused its discretion by failing to proceed
in the manner required by law, that the CPC decision is not supported by its findings or that the CPC's
findings and decision is not supported by the weight of the evidence.

ln light of this ruling the court does not reach the second charge (Persistent violation or refusal to obey
the school laws or regulations).

The court orders Respondent to subrnit a proposed judgment within 10 days of this ruling.

IT IS SO ORDERED n/q
Judge Ronald L. Styn
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